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Regina and Renita Deloatch are the unique “New Faces of Sports Media”—they are the most 
famous identical twins in youth sports. They have taken youth sports by storm with their fresh and 
hip style of highlighting young athletes. These self-described sports fanatics have captured the hearts 
and minds of young athletes across the country as hosts of their popular high-energy and cutting-
edge “Get Your Game Up” TwinSportsTV television program that airs on Comcast. Their out-of-
the-box, double approach to sports media connects them with youth athletes like none other, giving 
exposure to and putting local, unknown, talented and star athletes on the map.  
 
The celebrity sisters share the same passion to positively impact their community through advocacy 
initiatives for kids. Their TwinSportsTV Foundation educates, empowers and uplifts underprivileged 
youth through their scholarship fund and anti-bullying and mentoring programs. As the 2018 
Readers’ Favorite International Book Award Winners, they captured their joy of rhyming in their 
first children’s book titled “Regina and Renita Tackle Nasty Nate’s Nasty Ways,” a fun, rhythmic 
and true anti-bullying story filled with colorful characters who teach kids self-love, how to make 
good choices, and how to take up for each other.   
 
Regina and Renita Deloatch, educators for over 11 years, wrote the book to put a face on bullying 
from the perspective of all races and backgrounds. Through this medium, kids are drawn to images 
that look like them and stories that give life to their respective real-life experiences, as told through 
the eyes of strong young black girls. Books like this are especially relevant to young minority readers 
because diverse media from diverse authors create opportunities for underrepresented voices and 
characters. It legitimizes their place in society and displays positive images of people of color. 
 
They each hold bachelor degrees from Shaw University and are members of the Society of 
Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators (SCBWI), Atlanta Public School’s Career, Technical, and 
Agricultural Education (CTAE) Advisory Board and the Georgia Knights Semi-Pro Football 
Organization. They are co-founders of the most engaging anti-bullying school program for students 
K-12 “The Stop the Bullying School Tour.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Connect with Regina and Renita: 
Website: www.TwinSportsTV.com 
Twitter: @TwinSportsTV  
Instagram: @TwinSportsTV 
Email: TwinSportsTVFoundation@gmail.com 


